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Abstract 18 

 19 

Flow fields in commercial airliner cabins are crucial for creating a thermally comfortable and 20 

healthy cabin environment. Flow fields depend on the thermo-fluid boundary conditions at 21 

the diffusers, in addition to the cabin geometry and furnishing. To study the flow fields in 22 

cabins, this paper describes a procedure to obtain the cabin geometry, boundary conditions at 23 

the diffusers, and flow fields. This investigation used a laser tracking system and reverse 24 

engineering to generate a digital model of an MD-82 aircraft cabin. Even though  the 25 

measuring error by the system was very small, approximations and assumptions were needed 26 

to reduce the workload and data size. The geometric model can also be easily used to 27 

calculate the space volume. A combination of hot-sphere anemometers (HSA) and ultrasonic 28 

anemometers (UA) were applied to obtain the velocity magnitude, velocity direction, and 29 

turbulence intensity at the diffusers. The measured results indicate that the flow boundary 30 

conditions in a real cabin were rather complex and the velocity magnitude, velocity direction, 31 

and turbulence intensity varied significantly from one slot opening to another. UAs were also 32 

applied to measure the three-dimensional air velocity at 20 Hz, which could also be used to 33 

determine the turbulence intensity. Due to the instability of the flow, it should at least be 34 

measured for 4 minutes to obtain accurate averaged velocity and turbulence information. It 35 

was found that the flow fields were of low speed and high turbulence intensity. This study 36 

provides high quality data for validating Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models, 37 

including cabin geometry, boundary conditions of diffusers, and high-resolution flow field in 38 

the first-class cabin of a functional MD-82 commercial airliner. 39 
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1. Introduction 43 

 44 

Air distributions in commercial airliner cabins are used to maintain thermal comfort 45 

and air quality of passengers and crew. These air distributions can control air temperature and 46 

air velocity fields and can dilute gaseous and particulate concentrations. Although the 47 

aerospace industry has improved thermal comfort and hygiene in aircraft cabins in the past 48 

decades (Space et al., 2000), further improvements are needed in the air distribution systems. 49 

Liu, W., Wen, J., Chao, J., Yin, W., Shen, C., Lai, D., Lin, C.-H., Liu, J., Sun, H., and Chen, Q.  2012.
“Accurate and high-resolution boundary conditions and flow fields in the first-class cabin of an MD-82 
commercial airliner,” Atmospheric Environment, 56, 33-44. 
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According to a review of the state-of-the-art methods for studying air distributions in 50 

commercial airliner cabins (Liu et al., 2012), two main methods are available for the study 51 

and design of air distribution in an aircraft cabin: experimental measurements and numerical 52 

simulations. Experimental studies are usually thought to be more reliable but they are often 53 

very expensive and time consuming, so measurements are mainly used to provide data for 54 

validating numerical simulations (Garner et al., 2003; Mo et al., 2003). A validated numerical 55 

tool can then be used to analyze many scenarios for achieving the best design at a low cost. 56 

The validation of a numerical tool requires accurate geometry, thermo-fluid boundary 57 

conditions, and a high-resolution airflow field from a realistic air cabin. Most of the studies 58 

have used cabin mockups (Zhang et al., 2009; Günther et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2005; Sze et 59 

al., 2009; Marcus et al., 2010), but these mockups were quite different from real aircraft 60 

cabins, especially the duct system and diffusers. As a result, the influence of the differences 61 

on the air flow is still unknown. Therefore, it is ideal to use a real plane for obtaining reliable 62 

and high quality experimental data. 63 

At present, there are three methods available for obtaining geometric information 64 

(Chao et al., 2011). The first one is to convert a CAD model from when the cabin was 65 

designed. This method is the most convenient but it contains errors. For example, the 66 

geometry of an aircraft cabin may change due to its services and operation, and the original 67 

CAD model may not be updated to reflect the changes. The second method is to directly 68 

measure the cabin geometry with rulers. Since cabin geometry is very complex and the scale 69 

changes dramatically from one component to another, direct measurements could have large 70 

errors unless a very dedicated measuring technique is used. The last method is a reverse 71 

engineering process that uses a scanning system to obtain key geometric information and 72 

inverses the information to form a digital model. Nowadays, the laser tracker system is the 73 

most commonly used in data acquisition in terms of the interferometry principle because it 74 

can rapidly track the position with accuracy to about a micrometer (Chen et al. 2000). 75 

Reverse engineering has been widely used in industry especially for generating a geometrical 76 

model of an existing part. So this investigation used this method to obtain accurate geometry 77 

of an aircraft cabin.  78 

Accurate boundary conditions are mainly the air velocity, direction, and turbulent 79 

information from the diffusers for an isothermal case as most aircraft cabins have very 80 

complicated air supply diffusers that make the measurements of the boundary condition very 81 

challenging. Zhang et al. (2009) used Hot-Sphere Anemometers (HSA) to obtain the velocity 82 

magnitude from the diffusers in a full-scale, twin-aisle section of an aircraft cabin mockup. 83 

As the diffusers were small and the inlet air velocity was relatively high, it was very difficult 84 

to obtain accurate flow information. This was due to the high velocity gradient near the 85 

diffusers. In addition, the HSA could not measure the flow direction. Zhang et al. (2009) 86 

estimated this direction by using smoke visualization, but the estimation was not accurate. It 87 

is possible to measure the boundary conditions by using optical anemometers. For example, 88 

Günther et al. (2006) used a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system to measure the 89 

boundary conditions in an empty cabin mockup, but they assumed that the inflow boundary 90 

was uniform along the longitudinal direction, so they just measured the boundary conditions 91 

at one cross section. In reality, the boundary conditions were not uniform along the 92 

longitudinal direction. To measure the velocity distribution along a diffuser with a PIV is very 93 

difficult. Zhang et al. (2005) applied Volumetric Particle Streak Velocimetry (VPSV) to 94 

measure the flow in a five-row section of a commercial aircraft cabin mockup. Identifying 95 

streaks in the inlet flow was very difficult because of the high bubble density and high 96 

velocity. Large measurement errors were expected in the inlet airflow jet regions. Although 97 

they obtained high quality data for the flow field, the data should be supplemented with 98 

accurate boundary conditions. 99 
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Liu et al. (2012) summarized many different methods for air distribution 100 

measurements. Hotwire and hot-sphere anemometers can provide point-by-point data and 101 

have great uncertainties when the air velocity is low (lower than 0.1 m/s). The Particle 102 

Tracking Velocimetry (PTV), Particle Streak Velocimetry (PSV), and PIV can only measure 103 

in the spaces where a laser light sheet can penetrate. When they were used in an airliner cabin, 104 

passengers (typically manikins) and seats would block the laser light sheet, so no flow could 105 

be measured in the lower part of the cabin. The Ultrasonic Anemometer (UA) can give three-106 

dimensional, point-by-point airflow information. Zhang et al. (2009) applied UA to measure 107 

the flow field in a cabin. The measured data had low resolution because the UA sensor was 108 

very expensive, so they used only two UAs in their experiment. If the data resolution is low, 109 

many flow features cannot be identified. However, the UA can give accurate velocity and 110 

direction at the points measured. 111 

In order to provide high quality data for validating Computational Fluid Dynamics 112 

(CFD) models, the objective of this investigation is to obtain accurate cabin geometry, 113 

boundary conditions of diffusers, and high-resolution flow field in the first-class cabin of a 114 

functional MD-82 commercial airliner. 115 

 116 

2. Case Setup 117 

 118 

The use of a functional MD-82 airplane can produce the most realistic airflow 119 

information in a cabin. Figure 1 shows the schematic model of the first-class cabin in the 120 

airplane: 3.28 m (L) × 2.91 m (W) × 2.04 m (H). The cabin contained three rows of seats, 121 

three and a half pieces of diffusers, and seven windows on each side. Each air-supply diffuser 122 

had 280 linear slots arranged in two rows, as shown in Figure 2. The size of each slot was 22 123 

mm long and 3 mm wide. The air was exhausted from the seven outlets located on each side 124 

of the wall near the floor.  125 

The aircraft could supply air through the environmental control system powered by 126 

the engines, the auxiliary power unit, and a ground air-conditioning cart. This investigation, 127 

however, used only the ground air-conditioning cart that is most economical and can control 128 

precisely the supply airflow and temperature. For example, with the air-conditioning cart, the 129 

measured flow rate by the constant tracer gas method was 565±15 m3/h and the supply air 130 

temperature was controlled at 20±1 oC for the first-class cabin.  131 

The cabin was also further insulated by insulation material that had a thermal 132 

resistance of 0.857 (K‧m2)/W. The insulation can reduce the temperature swing in the cabin 133 

so that isothermal conditions can be maintained during the experiment. The largest 134 

temperature difference between the supply and return air was less than 1.5 K during the 135 

experiment. 136 

Note that this investigation used a functional aircraft, it represented realistic 137 

conditions on ground. The air cabin conditions at cruising height could be different from 138 

those on ground, due to a lower cabin pressure and different on the cabin wall surface 139 

temperature. Although outside pressure at cruising height could be as low as 0.2 atm, cabin is 140 

pressured to have a pressure at least 2000 m above sea level. The difference on the air 141 

distribution should not be very large between the cruising and on ground conditions. The 142 

surface temperature at cruising height is normally not very low due to the high cruising speed. 143 

The authors have measured surface temperature on two large commercial airplanes and found 144 

that the interior surface temperature to be comparable to that on the ground as used in this 145 

investigation. The case reported in this paper is to provide good data for validating numerical 146 

tools. Then the validated numerical tools can be used to study any conditions, including, 147 

cruising, takeoff and landing conditions at different pressures. 148 
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 149 
Figure 1 Schematic model of the first-class cabin in the MD-82 aircraft. 150 

 151 
Figure 2 One piece of diffuser that has 280 linear slots arranged in two rows 152 

 153 

3. Measuring technique 154 

 155 

Numerical simulations by CFD need accurate cabin geometry and boundary 156 

conditions from the diffusers such as air velocity and direction. The validation of the CFD 157 

results requires high-resolution flow fields in the cabin, such as air velocity, direction, and 158 

turbulence. Therefore, the accuracy of the anemometers for the measurements is very crucial. 159 

This section discusses the measuring technique for obtaining the cabin geometry, boundary 160 

conditions, and flow fields. 161 

 162 

3.1 Cabin geometry 163 

 164 

This investigation used a laser tracking system and inverse engineering to generate a 165 

digital model of an MD-82 aircraft cabin. The whole procedure consisted of four parts: laser 166 

scanning, pre-processing, segmentation, and surface fitting.  167 

The laser scanning used a Leica LTD800 tracker scanning system for obtaining the 168 
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geometric cloud of the MD-82 cabin. The system consisted of a T-scan based on a non-169 

contact method and a T-probe, which was a contact sensor as shown in Figure 3. Generally, 170 

most of the point cloud can be obtained by a T-scan. Objects such as exhausts that could not 171 

be accessed by the laser beam could not be measured by the T-scan and so must be measured 172 

separately by the T-probe. Laser scanning of the geometry can generate high density clouds 173 

that reflect in an informative way the geometrical structure of a measured object. 174 

 175 
Figure 3 The laser tracking system with T-scan in the cabin 176 

 177 

Preprocessing of cabin scanning data and rectification of the same coordinates are the 178 

most important processes in reverse engineering. In a narrow space such as  an airliner cabin, 179 

the scanner must be moved around to capture the data. And it is necessary to combine these 180 

data in the same coordinate, which can be difficult in some circumstances. For example, 181 

when we scanned the cabin, the wind was so strong that the cabin swayed slightly. The 182 

coordinates of the cloud data moved to some extent. After more than 20 years in service, the 183 

cabin geometry was distorted, so the reading from the original design could not be accurate. 184 

All these factors must be carefully considered in the pre-processing of the cloud data. 185 

The segmentation was to select useful points and to discard noisy points in the cloud 186 

data for forming simple surfaces. The segmentation can be edge-based or face-based. This 187 

investigation used the edge-based segmentation since it is relatively easy to operate. The 188 

method found the boundary of every simple surface and picked up the point data on the 189 

boundary.  190 

Surface fitting is to select data points at the boundaries of a simple surface, e.g., a 191 

plane, a cylinder, and a sphere and then link the two adjacent surfaces. If there are gaps 192 

between the surfaces and the data cloud, they need to be approximated to fit the surface. A 193 

CAD model of a cabin can be finally assembled with those surfaces.  194 

 195 

3.2 Calibration of instrument 196 

 197 

As shown in Figure 2, the air diffusers were very complicated and in a real airplane 198 

the cabin wall was not transparent. Optical methods such as PIV, PTV, and PSV are not 199 

appropriate for this investigation. Therefore, our investigation used point anemometers. 200 

The first step in air velocity measurements was to calibrate the anemometers. 201 

According to the flow speed, this study used two types of anemometers, HSA and UA. The 202 

HSA was based on Newton’s law for cooling to obtain the velocity. A higher air velocity can 203 

cool down the heated probe so the air velocity can be determined from the temperature of the 204 

probe. As the probe was held by a stick, the cooling effect might have been different if the 205 

flow had been approached from a different angle. It is thus important to study the sensitivity 206 
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of the probe towards the flow angle. 207 

This investigation used a UA as a reference which could provide accurate velocity and 208 

direction for the flow from a diffuser. The measuring accuracy of UA is ±2% of absolute 209 

value of indicated value and measurement range is 0~10 m/s with the measuring resolution of 210 

0.005 m/s. As shown in Figure 4, a UA was used to measure the velocity at points A, B, and 211 

C on a diffuser outlet. The jet was discharged horizontally with a velocity of 3.119, 3.008, 212 

and 3.047 m/s, respectively, at the three locations as measured by the UA. Figure 5 shows the 213 

measured velocity components at point A. The figure shows the velocity components at the 214 

three directions and the velocity magnitude for 240 s. The results confirmed that the 215 

discharge velocity was horizontal because Vx and Vz were close to zero. The turbulence 216 

intensity was not very high (6.4%). Then, three identical HSAs were employed to measure 217 

the air velocity at A, B, and C with different measuring angles, α. The measurement range of 218 

HSA is 0.05~5 m/s with measuring accuracy of 0.02 m/s. As shown in Figure 4, the angle 219 

varied from 0 to 90 degrees so one can test if the probe is omni-directional, as claimed by the 220 

manufacturer. Figure 6 shows that, when α was small (between 0-15o), the averaged 221 

velocities at A, B, and C were 2.92, 2.94, and 2.88 m/s, respectively. The velocities measured 222 

by the HSAs were close to those measured by the UA.  When α was larger than 15o, the 223 

measured velocity varied at different points and showed large discrepancies with those 224 

measured by the UA. Therefore, the measuring angle α should be less than 15o. 225 

 226 

 227 
Figure 4 Setup for testing the measuring angle of the HSAs 228 

 229 

Figure 5 Measured velocity at point A by the UA 230 

 231 
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 232 

Figure 6 Measured velocities at A, B, and C by the HSAs with different measuring angles 233 

 234 

3.3 Airflow boundary conditions on the diffusers 235 

 236 

With the calibrated HSAs, the velocity on the upper row of a diffuser was measured at 237 

five different heights on each slot as shown on the right of Figure 7. As the probe of an HSA 238 

(with a diameter of 2 mm) was smaller than the slot, it could be placed very close to the slot 239 

to obtain the true supply air velocity. The results shown in Figure 7 indicate that the flow was 240 

discharged uniformly at different heights on each slot. It was sufficient to measure only one 241 

representative velocity on each slot. However, Figure 7 also shows that the velocity varied 242 

greatly from one slot to another. Note that the air velocity at most of the slots was higher than 243 

0.5 m/s. The HSAs should be sufficiently accurate since the impact of the natural convection 244 

from the probes was insignificant. 245 

 246 

 247 
Figure 7 Measured velocity magnitude at different heights of slot with HSA 248 

 249 

Unfortunately, the HSAs could not measure the flow direction, which is a very 250 

important boundary condition. This investigation used UAs to measure the flow direction as a 251 

supplement. Due to the large size of its probe, the UA could not be placed close to the air 252 

supply slots as shown in Figure 8(a). This study placed the UA as close as possible to the 253 

slots so that the velocity direction could be measured as shown in Figure 8(b).  254 

 255 
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Figure 8 (a) Setup of UA, (b) Measured velocity direction by the UA at locations close to 
the diffuser 

 256 

Since the velocity varied greatly from one slot to another, one cannot use the 257 

measurement at one slot to represent the one at another slot. Therefore, for velocity 258 

magnitude measurements, several HSAs were clustered on a supporting device that could be 259 

moved horizontally to measure the velocity at multiple slots as depicted in Figure 9(a). The 260 

distance between the probes and slots was about 4 mm. The measurements at one position 261 

were performed for 30 s before moving on to the next one. For velocity direction, the UAs 262 

were used in a similar manner as illustrated in Figure 9(b). The probe of UA was placed at the 263 

upper slots and each measurement lasted for 20 s. The distance between the center of probes 264 

and slots was about 15 mm. All the measurements were repeated at least once. 265 

 266 

 267 
Figure 9 Instrument setup: (a) HSAs and (b) UAs 268 

 269 

3.4 Airflow field 270 

 271 

This investigation used 9 UAs to obtain the three-dimensional air velocity distribution 272 

in the cabin. As UAs provide point-by-point data, to increase the resolution of the measured 273 

flow field, they were moved manually from one location to another. After the movement of 274 

the UAs, the flow field needs to be stabilized before taking the measurements.  275 

To develop a reliable measuring procedure, this investigation first measured the air 276 

velocity at seven different locations, as shown in Figure 10, which could represent different 277 

flow regimes in the cabin. The measurement started immediately after the UAs were placed at 278 

those positions. This study first measured the air velocity at those locations for one hour at 20 279 
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Hz and produced 72,000 data for each velocity component at a location. Figure 11 shows the 280 

measured instantaneous velocity magnitude at a typical position (position 2) between 0~60 281 

min; it is impossible to tell when the flow field would be stable. Therefore, the data was 282 

analyzed by comparing the averaged velocity and turbulence intensity between 0~2, 0~4, 0~6, 283 

0~8, 0~10, 0~12, 0~14, and 0~16 min with those between 16~60 min. The results show that, 284 

at the seven locations, the differences between 0~8 min and 16~60 min can differ as much as 285 

3.8% to 20% for velocity and 0.4%~7.3% for turbulence intensity. Figure 12 compares the 286 

results at position 2 showing that the system stabilized after 8 min when UAs were placed in 287 

the right positions.  288 

 289 

 290 
Figure 10 Locations of the sampled points for stability time test 291 

 292 
Figure 11 Measured instantaneous velocity magnitude at position 2 between 0~60 min 293 
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 294 

 295 
Figure 12 Comparison of the averaged velocity and turbulence intensity between 0~2, 0~4, 296 

0~6, 0~8, 0~10, 0~12, 0~14, and 0~16 min with those between 16~60 min at position 2 297 

 298 

To study the time needed to obtain accurate averaged velocity and turbulence intensity, 299 

the data was further analyzed by comparing the averaged velocity and turbulence intensity 300 

between 8~9, 8~10, 8~12, 8~16, 8~24, and 8~40 min with those between 8~60 min. The 301 

results show that the differences between the data of 8~12 min and those of 8~60 min were as 302 

few as 1.7% to 9.1% for velocity and 0.2%~5.9% for turbulence intensity at the seven 303 

locations. Figure 13 shows a comparison at position 2, which represents a typical location. 304 

The mean data obtained between 8~12 min were sufficiently accurate for the averaged 305 

velocity and turbulence intensity. 306 

 307 

 308 
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 309 
Figure 13 Comparison of the averaged velocity and turbulence intensity between 8~9, 8~10, 310 

8~12, 8~16, 8~24, and 8~40 min with those between 8~60 min at position 2 311 

 312 

To have a comprehensive overview of the air distribution in a cabin, this investigation 313 

measured the airflow in three cross sections as well as three longitudinal sections (window 314 

seats, aisle seats, center of the aisle) as shown in Figure 14. These sections would provide 315 

different airflow characteristics in all the important spaces in the cabin. Since we had only 316 

nine UAs, they were fixed in two supporting sticks, and the sticks can be moved both 317 

vertically and horizontally to reach those six sections. Each UA generated 4800 data entries 318 

of each instantaneous velocity component in 4 minutes (20 Hz × 240 s for one velocity 319 

component). With the three-dimensional instantaneous velocities, turbulent intensity and 320 

turbulent kinetic energy could be further calculated. The measuring resolution was 0.1 m 321 

along the height and 0.1 m along the width for the cross sections, and 0.1 m along the height 322 

and 0.2 m along the width for the longitudinal sections. It would not be meaningful to have a 323 

resolution finer than 0.1 m because the sensor size was 0.03 m in diameter. In the first-class 324 

cabin with a complicated geometry, the resolution led to a total of 343 measuring points for 325 

each cross section and 304 measuring points for the longitudinal section along the aisle. This 326 

investigation repeated the measurements at least once. 327 

 328 
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 329 
Figure 14 Plane view of measured sections in the first-class cabin 330 

 331 

4. Results 332 

 333 

4.1 Cabin geometry 334 

 335 

Figure 15(a) shows a typical cabin cross-section obtained by using the cloud data 336 

from the scanning. The details, such as the window, can also be generated from the cloud data 337 

as shown in Fig. 15(b). Such a section as the window can be used to construct the whole 338 

fuselage, as shown in Fig. 15(c). Figure 1 is actually the detailed geometry of a first-class 339 

cabin generated from the scanning. A digital model is needed for the CFD simulations to 340 

generate meshes. By using the model, our investigation found the first-class cabin air volume 341 

to be 15.484 m3. 342 

 343 

 344 
(a) A typical cabin section (b) A window                    (c) Whole cabin fuselage 345 

Figure 15 Generation of a digital model for the cabin fuselage 346 

 347 

The global shape accuracy of the digital model, Ug, can be determined from: 348 

 349 
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222
stgsssg UUUU   350 

 351 

where Uss is the local measuring precision between the spot and the laser tracker, Ust is the 352 

local measuring precision between the T-scan and the laser tracker and Ugs is the global 353 

measuring precision between the laser tracker and the global control system. The deviation of 354 

the laser tracker was 6 μm/m with a basic deviation of ±15µm and the deviation of the T-scan 355 

was 2 μm/m with a basic deviation of ±20 µm. Leica LTD800 can work with nanometer 356 

accuracy, which is not necessary for the low density of point clouds in this case. Taking the 357 

economy-class cabin for example, the distance between the tracker and spot was 5 m, 358 

between the tracker and global control was 30 m and between the T-scan and laser tracker 359 

was 5m. Thus the global shape accuracy, Ug, can be obtained to be only 202 μm by using 360 

Uss=15 μm + 6 μm/m × 5 m = 45 μm, Ugs =195 μm, and Ust = 30 μm.  361 

 362 

4.2 Air velocity from the diffusers 363 
 364 

Figure 16 shows the measured velocity magnitude along the diffuser on both sides 365 

including upper and lower slots. The data from the repeated measurements agreed well with 366 

each other. The velocity magnitude varied greatly from one slot to another and the supply air 367 

was asymmetrical. Comparing the velocity profile of the diffuser upper slots with that of the 368 

lower slots, the two velocity profiles were not exactly the same. Thus, it is necessary to 369 

measure the velocity in both rows of diffusers. 370 

 371 

 372 
Figure 16 The air velocity profile measured by HSAs (left or right is referred to in Figure 14, 373 

upper or lower refers to the upper row or lower row of the diffuser slots) 374 

 375 

UAs were also used to measure the supply air velocity profiles along the diffusers. 376 

Figure 17(a) compares the measured velocity profile by the UAs with that by the HSAs at one 377 

of the diffusers. The two velocity profiles were alike but the velocity measured with the UAs 378 

was much lower due to the jet decay from the slots to the UA probe. This study assumed that 379 

the velocity direction would not change much from the slots to the probe positions due to the 380 
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small distance. Then the velocity direction measured by the UAs can be regarded the same 381 

one as in the slots. Figure 17(b) compares the turbulence kinetic energy measured by the 382 

HSAs with that by the UAs. The results by the UAs were lower than those measured by the 383 

HSAs. Since the UAs were placed a little far away from the slots, the turbulent energy 384 

decayed from the slots to the probes. By studying the velocity components measured by the 385 

UAs (Figure 17(c)), Vy was the lowest showing the two-dimensionality of the cabin flow but 386 

the Vy was not absolutely zero. The longitudinal flow should not be neglected. 387 

 388 

 389 

 390 

 391 
Figure 17 (a) Comparison of the measured velocity profiles by the HSAs and UAs along the 392 

diffusers, (b) Comparisons of the measured turbulent kinetic energy by HSA and UA, and (c) 393 

Measured 3-dimensional velocity with UA 394 

 395 

4.3 Airflow field 396 

 397 

The airflow field was measured twice for each section under isothermal conditions. 398 

The two measurements were at least one week apart to ensure the repeatability of the 399 

boundary conditions and the airflow patterns. For example, Figure 18 compares the measured 400 
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velocity vectors in section CALS, which was a typical section. The results show that the two 401 

sets of results were almost identical.  402 

Figure 19 depicts the velocity distributions in the three cross sections and three 403 

longitudinal sections. The air supply from the diffusers from the two sides of the cabin 404 

created two large recirculations on each side of the cabin, which was the original design 405 

intention. The two air jets from the diffusers merged at the aisle and separated again near the 406 

floor. One part of the flow was extracted from the exhausts on the sidewalls near the floor and 407 

the rest was recirculated due to the momentum effect. Please note that the airflow was not 408 

symmetrical due to the asymmetrical air supply and unexpected flow in the upper part of the 409 

cabin (Figure 19(a)). The spaces on the section through the aisle seats were in the downward 410 

flow region, while the spaces through the window seats were in the upward flow region 411 

created by the two large recirculations. 412 

The contours in Figure 19 also show the velocity in the longitudinal (y) direction for 413 

the cross sections. There was a significant longitudinal flow in the upper part of the cabin 414 

(positive y direction). The longitudinal flow can be clearly seen from the air velocity 415 

distributions in the longitudinal section at the center of the aisle and cross section at the first 416 

row (Figures 19(a) and 19(b)). This unexpected longitudinal flow was caused by air leakage 417 

(Figure 1) that was further located by an infrared camera (Figure 20). A UA was applied to 418 

measure the boundary conditions of the air leakage, and the air leakage rate was 15.8 m3/h. 419 

Among the 1625 points measured, Figure 21 illustrates that 72% of the points had a 420 

velocity lower than 0.1 m/s. Thus, the flow field in this empty cabin was at low speed. Since 421 

the velocity was measured by the UA, it should be accurate. 422 

 423 

 424 
Figure 18 Comparison of measured velocity vectors in section CALS (referred to in Figure 14) 425 

 426 
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 Figure 19 Measured flow field: (a) CS1, (b) CALS, (c) CS2, (d) WSLS, (e) CS3, and (f) ASLS 427 

(All the locations are referred to in Figure 14) 428 

 429 

Figure 20 Localization of air leakage by 
infrared camera 

Figure 21 Distribution of velocity magnitude 
of all measured 1625 points 

 430 

Figures 22(a), 22(c), and 22(e), respectively, show the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) 431 

in three cross sections. The TKE near the diffusers was pretty high, but decayed along the 432 

airflow path and in the recirculation zones. Obstacles in the cabin, such as armrests, would 433 

increase the local TKE. Although the TKE in the recirculation zones was low, the turbulence 434 

intensity was high, as shown in Figures 22(b), 22(d), and 22(f), respectively, because of the 435 

low air velocity in the zones.  436 

 437 
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Figure 22 Distributions of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at sections (a) CS1, (c) CS2, 438 

respectively, and (e) CS3 and those of turbulence intensity (TI) at sections (b) CS1, (d) CS2, 439 

and (f) CS3, respectively 440 

 441 

5. Discussion 442 

 443 

This investigation also measured the air flow rate by the constant tracer gas method 444 

and found that the flow rate was 565±15 m3/h. The air flow rate can also be calculated by 445 

summing up the airflow rate of each slot: 446 

 447 

cos 
slotsAll

i SvQ
 

 448 

 449 
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where Q (m3/h) is the airflow rate; vi (m/s) is the measured velocity for slot i; S (m2) is the 450 

area of each slot; and α is the incident angle of the velocity direction normal to the slot. The 451 

calculated air flow rate was only 339.8 m3/h. Since the HSAs could not be placed very close 452 

to the slots, the difference might be caused by the rapid velocity decay from the slots to the 453 

HSA probes.  454 

To study the velocity decay from the slots, this study used CFD with the RNG k- 455 

model to predict the airflow near the diffuser region. For simplicity, this investigation 456 

calculated only half of a small section of empty cabin as shown in Figure 23(a) and applied 457 

symmetrical conditions in the middle and periodic conditions on both ends to reduce the 458 

computing effort. The computational domain included the thickness of the air supply slot that 459 

was 5 mm. The supply flow rate was that measured by the tracer-gas method. This section of 460 

the cabin contained 140 diffuser slots, Figure 23(b) shows the velocity decay profile from 461 

three typical slots. the air velocity decayed significantly from the inner face of the diffuser 462 

slots. The HSA probes were placed about 4 mm from the inner face, the velocity decayed by 463 

31% - 34%,  By using HSA data without considering its decay, the flow rate was estimated 464 

339.8 m3/h. By considering the decay, the flow rate would be 510 m3/h that is close to 565 465 

m3/h as measured by the tracer gas method. This has indirectly verified the reliability of the 466 

tracer-gas method.  467 

 468 

 469 
Figure 23 (a) Sketch of calculated domain; (b)CFD predicted velocity decay of the jet from 470 

the slots. 471 

 472 

Therefore, one can use the airflow rate from the tracer-gas method,  the measured 473 

velocity by HAS with 32% scaling up, and the measured velocity direction by UA, to give an 474 

accuracy inflow boundary condition. For CFD simulations, the mesh size at the diffuser 475 

region should be less than the width of the slot (3 mm). In addition, our investigation 476 

measured the air velocity by UA and HSA with a frequency of 20 Hz and 8 Hz, respectively. 477 

The turbulence information measured could be used as input for Reynolds-averaged Navier-478 
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Stokes (RANS) models and Detached Eddy Simulations (DES). Large Eddy Simulations 479 

(LES) could use no perturbations, spectral synthesizer methods to prescribe fluctuating 480 

velocity at the diffuser slots. The measured data has sufficient information needed. Hence, the 481 

data for the diffuser slots from this investigation is sufficient for CFD simulations by RANS, 482 

DES, and LES.  483 

 484 

6. Conclusion 485 

 486 

This investigation described a procedure to obtain high-quality cabin geometry, 487 

boundary conditions at the diffusers, and flow fields in the first-class cabin of a functional 488 

MD-82 commercial airliner. The study led to the following conclusions: 489 

High quality cabin geometry can be obtained by using a laser tracking system with 490 

reverse engineering.  491 

By combing HSAs and UAs, this study could obtain velocity magnitude, velocity 492 

direction, and turbulence intensity at the diffusers. The boundary conditions in the airplane 493 

were very complex. 494 

UAs can be used to accurately measure the distributions of three-dimensional air 495 

velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulence intensity. The air supply from the diffusers 496 

from the two sides of the cabin created two large recirculations on each side of the cabin. The 497 

airflow was not symmetrical due to the asymmetrical air supply and unexpected flow in the 498 

upper part of the cabin. The turbulence kinetic energy in the recirculation zones was low, 499 

because of the low air velocity in the zones. However, the turbulence intensity was high. The 500 

measurement found significant longitudinal flow in the cabin. 501 
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